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Abstract—The general visual attention-recognition (AR) problem remains open. Given a set of images, each with a single target
foreground over some complex background, it requires output of
both location and type of this single foreground. First, many
approaches cannot deal with the richness of the class of possible
backgrounds, which has a huge number of variations and also
could include distractor-like patterns. This potentially leads to
an explosion of resources required within the model. Second, all
current approaches break down as the number of locations, types,
and variations (within each type) increases towards human-level.
This paper is concerned with model selection for networks dealing
with the general AR problem. The major challenge is ensuring
the model remains as simple as possible as the complexity of
the data increases. In developmental general AR, the model must
be adapted on the fly. We discuss these issues in context of the
latest version of the biologically-inspired developmental WhereWhat Network. We show how local detectors reduce the number
of neurons exponentially and deal with the complex background
problem. The purpose of multiple layers seems to be to allow
combinatorial patterns to emerge. Top-down connections cause
more discriminative features to develop, but since complex data
requires a bank of shared features, top-down connections are
probably not beneficial for the early layer(s). When a layer’s
features are class-specific and there is no combinatorial structure
to exploit on top of this layer, it is not useful to add another layer
but it is useful to utilize top-down connections to develop more
discriminative features.

there are two separable pathways for location and type, which
converge at prefrontal cortices. However, general computational principles for artificial multilayer recurrent networks
remain unclear. Is there a computational reason why neurons
in early cortical areas have smaller receptive fields than those
in later areas? Will deep networks having many layers, which
share similar properties, always be beneficial? In the context of
the Where-What networks (WWN), we show here how classspecific entropy of the representations a learning algorithm
develops has implications towards the number of resources
(neurons and synapses) and layers needed. If class-specificity
of early neurons is high, more layers will not help the
performance. “Cross-layer” top-down connections from the
output layer are shown to increase class specificity. Such high
class specificity could hurt a network’s scalability since it may
not develop shared features.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
and discusses the core concepts. Section III provides an
overview of WWN. Section IV contains experimental results.
Conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. C ONCEPTS AND T HEORY
A. Complex Background Problem

I. I NTRODUCTION
A developmental agent faces a continuous flow of information from receptors (e.g., pixels) and behavioral feedback.
Much of this information, however, is irrelevant. It is obvious
that if this agent will learn to perform well, it must learn
to attend — to differentiate the relevant and irrelevant information. There is a very rich literature available and many
models of selective attention, but it is still an open challenge
to build a biologically plausible developmental model that
integrates both bottom-up and top-down modes of recognition
and attention, which is not task-specific. By non task-specific,
we mean there is nothing hard-coded to bias the system to
only perform a certain type of task (e.g., only recognize faces).
The internal representations of such a network are emergent
through interactive experience.
The primate visual cortex, which performs and attends quite
admirably, uses a hierarchy of areas with both bottom-up and
top-down excitatory and inhibitory connections; additionally

We will formulate a simple single-target general attentionrecognition problem to show the difficulties complex backgrounds provide. By “complex background” we mean there is
no a priori known simple set of regularities that describe all
the backgrounds the agent will experience (e.g., white noise,
stripes, highway images, grass images, etc.).
Our agent’s input image has d pixels. The set of all possible
background images is
B = {b|b ∈ Rd }

(1)

This set is very large, with worst case of O(dp ) different
backgrounds (p is number of pixel values). Even if we restrict
B to real-world images, it is still very large.
Let O, L, and W be sets of object IDs, foreground locations
(on the retina), and non-translation object variation properties
(e.g., rotation in depth, lighting), respectively. The set of all
foreground images is then
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D. Unaltered Monolithic Representation
F = {f |f ∈ Rd is an image of object o
at location l with variation w,
o ∈ O, l ∈ L, w ∈ W }

(2)

To combine foreground and background, let x = b  f denote
what we called projection , which sets some foreground nonobject pixels as transparent and overwrites the background
pixels at the foreground’s location. The set of all possible
images with backgrounds is
X(B, F ) = {x|x = b  f , b ∈ B, f ∈ F }

(3)

An embodied network will sample X incrementally through
its interactions with its environment. The goal of attention is to
act appropriately for the relevant part of the input (foreground).
The background should not perturb the action. For example,
the agent internally locates (matches l) and identifies the
foreground (matches o). It is possible, as in that example, for
the action to be covert.
B. Developmental Version
The above problem should be dealt with developmentally.
The developmental AR problem is as follows. After initialization, develop an embodied agent, natural or artificial, through
interaction with the real physical world that determines the
background B and the foreground F :
(Sn+1 , Mn+1 , Rn+1 , Nn+1 ) ← fAR−d (Sn , Mn , Rn | Nn )
for n = 1, 2, ..., m, where the discrete index n is for time tn =
t0 + nτ , Sn ∈ X(B, F ) is the observation of the background
and foreground, Mn is motor output, which may occasionally
contain ground truth Gn but not all the time, Rn the internal
response, Nn the adaptive part of fAR−d . During future times
n = m + 1, m + 2, ..., m + j, with the testing length j ≥ 1,
without imposition of all the motor effectors, the goal of agent
function fAR−d must autonomously produce motor outputs
(Mm+2 , Mm+3 , ..., Mm+j+1 ) that leads to behavior consistent
with what was taught.
Note that “occasionally contain ground truth” allows type
bias and location bias from a teacher, if so desirable, but not
always, so unsupervised learning can occur and also so that a
teacher can let the agent practice.
C. Batch Version
The batch attention-recognition problem is not biologically
plausible but is useful for comparison. We must construct an
attention-recognition algorithm fAR from a set T (B, F ) of
training images (a subset of X), and the ground truth G of
class and location for each. The goal is for any image x =
b  f ∈ X(B, F ) to be mapped successfully to its correct
class and retinal location, after training:
(c, l) = fAR (x|T (B, F ), G).

(4)

Due to the many different possible backgrounds, it is
expected that |T | << |X|.

Algorithms such as k-Nearest Neighbor, Finite State Machines, Support Vector Machines [?], Hierarchical Discriminant Regression [9], etc., will store training samples without
modification and implement some decision architecture on top
of the samples.
These algorithms run into an exponential explosion of
representation from the complex random backgrounds. As
discussed earlier, there’s just a single target foreground in
any image from our X, so the number of possible images is
|L| × |W | × |O| × |B|. The number of possible foreground
configuration is |L| × |W | × |O|. If we store all samples,
each foreground configuration has |B| = O(dp ) irrelevant
variations!
Another problem arises since these algorithms cannot store
the unseen samples. Then, typically the distance between
an unseen sample and the stored samples will influence the
decision. We can define a partitioning or tesselation of the
input space where each stored sample vi has an area Ri that
“belongs” to it, where samples drawn from Ri would have
shorter distance to vi than any other sample. We can measure
class-specificity
for each partition by representational entropy:
C
− j P r(j)log2 (P r(j)), where P r(j) is the probability a
sample drawn within Ri is from class j (there are C classes).
A low entropy corresponds to class-specificity, and the firing
of such a neuron is a good indicator of the class of the input
image.
High background variation is damaging for these methods.
The distance between two images with the same foreground
configuration could easily be larger than the distance from
one image and another with a similar background but different
foreground, leading to an increase in entropy and classification
errors. So, not only does the irrelevant background lead to
a exponential explosion of representation, it also produces
interference.
E. Altered Monolithic Representation
Other algorithms such as Feed-Forward Networks trained
using back-prop [11], Self-Organizing Maps [5] and Lobe
Component Analysis [10] (LCA) use training samples to create
modified internal “samples”, which do not change size from
the originals. But these methods also struggle with complex
backgrounds due to the large variations in the backgrounds.
Error back-propagation has been a popular idea for connectionist learning. Assuming that the error is available at the
output port, the error back-propagation method computes the
derivatives with respective to every bottom-up weight, which
is related to the corresponding input value. As it is not known
that the input component is in background or foreground,
error back-propagation quickly erases the synaptic memory
responding to the foreground. Therefore, such a method can
be apply generally to clean-background problems.
SOM by Kohonen is a computational model that explains
how artificial neurons in a 2-D or 3-D space can self-organize
into ordered maps of feature detectors from their experience.
LCA is a dually-optimal version of SOM. These methods,
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unmodified, suffer from the potentially high variations in the
backgrounds. Each neuron is a weighted sums of samples,
for both SOM and LCA. To illustrate the problem, consider
a simple LCA neuron v, which has updated only for y corresponding to a single foreground configuration with random
background. Then v = E[y] = E[b  f ] = E[b̂ + f̂ ] =
E[b̂] + E[f̂ ] = E[b̂] + f̂ , where nonzero elements of b̂ and f̂
are mutually exclusive. We see that the response of the highly
class-sensitive neuron v, which we’d like to be high for any
instance of y, is susceptible to the standard deviation of y,
which boils down to the standard deviation of b̂. Similarly
to the unaltered monolithic representation, the higher this
background deviation, the worse the situation for the altered
monolithic methods.
F. Local Representation
Some networks used a initially hardcoded local receptive
field architecture, where the size of the input to each neuron
is much smaller than d. Neurons are organized to correspond
with different spatial locations on the image. Networks of this
type include LISSOM [8], the Convolutional Networks [6],
and the Where-What Networks.
To key to such an approach is to match the receptive fields to
the combinations of relevant dimensions as closely as possible.
The input space X can be broken into relevant subspace R
and irrelevant subspace I: X = I × R. We would like to
remove the components in the irrelevant subspace I while
minimizing removing those in the relevant subspace R For
type (not location), the dimension of R will typically be much
less than for I. Additionally, components of R will typically
have spatial locality in the two-dimensional input images. So it
is common to select receptive field size somewhat arbitrarily,
but initial receptive field shape has typically been a square
much smaller than the entire image.
If the dimensionality and shape of R is the same for
every image, then making the receptive fields that size and
shape exactly is very beneficial, since a neuron for a single
foreground configuration will be able to completely ignore all
background variation. Since the background is independent
from the foreground, and the foreground is the only thing that
matters for classification, a single neuron can “represent” |B|
input variations by simply ignoring them, avoiding the problem
that plague the monolithic methods.
A brute force approach to algorithm fAR , based on local
analysis with perfect knowledge of object shape, is as follows.
During learning, store into the network memory every instance
of each masked foreground f̂ from T (B, F ). The ground truth
G associates a class and location with this foreground. For a
test sample, find its nearest match f ∗ by going through every
stored foreground in the memory, and guess the corresponding
class and location.
This localized nearest neighbor classifier does not store any
background. The monolithic nearest neighbor we discussed
earlier falls apart on complex background problems since it
cannot handle the background variation, but this localized
version handles the complex background problem.
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G. Entropy Reduction through Top-Down Connections
But in general we will not know the size and shape of
the foreground objects. In training, only the location (a single
pixel) and type (class) is given, from the top-down, for each
image x. To incrementally achieve even just the brute force
localized nearest neighbor in general, we must minimize the
effect of the background during training as much as possible.
Here, we consider SOM-style algorithms such as LCA, which
are boosted by adding new input components, corresponding
to the top-down.
We can use top-down information, directly from the ground
truth, to roughly find the relevant subspace during learning.
The relevance within the input is findable is by observing what
is correlated with imposed action. For example, if an agent
sees a view of a cat in the upper left over many backgrounds,
and a teacher gets the agent to focus on the upper left (e.g.,
via pointing) and speak “cat” in each case, then the relevant
information (the cat part of the image) does not change over
the different inputs, but other information (the surrounding
visual scene) changes a lot. The visual “essence” of the action
“find a cat in the upper left” is uncovered in the expected value
of the visual stimuli, by ignoring the highly-varying elements.
Including the higher-layer (more abstract) context space, the
relevant subspace is defined as R × Z:
X × Z = (I × R) × Z = I × (R × Z)
Let layer l’s top-down-boosted input vector p be a combination of a output of layers l−1 and l+1: p = (x, z). We wish
to use the higher-layer part to uncover the bottom-up relevant
subspace R. We normalized each input source (image x, type
vector zT M , and location vector zLM ) via:
p←


√

α

x  zT M √ zLM
, β T M , γ LM
x
z 
z 



(5)

where α+β +γ = 1. Setting α = 0.5 gives the bottom-up and
top-down spaces equal influence. Raising β and γ will increase
the between class scatter by increasing the distance between
classes in X ×Z. Given this top-down-boosted distance metric,
the stimuli from different classes can be sufficiently dissimilar
in the learning phase, no matter what the backgrounds are, to
encourage each neuron’s updating set to be made up of stimuli
from fewer classes; even just one class.
Consider a network with number of neurons at least equal
to |C| × |L|, and using direct ground truth information as topdown. The following conditions are sufficient for this network
to incrementally become selectively wired so that each neuron
updates for a single class. Let α = β = γ, and ensure
x can only belong to one type-class and one-location class.
Initialize the top-down components so that every type-location
combination is represented by at least one neuron, and no
neuron represents two types or locations initially. Train by
winner-take-all (without neighborhoods).
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H. Deep Networks and Combinatorial Generalization
Generalization in all “shallow” networks is fundamentally
limited [1]. Generalization in a deeper architecture can be
combinatorial and potentially much more useful than generalization in a shallow architecture, which can only involve local
smoothness. In that paper, Bengio and LeCun argue that many
functions can be represented compactly by deep architecture,
and most functions that can be represented compactly by
deep architectures cannot be represented compactly by shallow
architectures. A deep network is required for the general attention recognition problem. However, simply adding more layers
will not necessarily do any good, in terms of performance. To
be beneficial, a new layer must be able to exploit the structure
of the earlier layers in a combinatorial way, and in a way that
was not possible without this new layer.
A layer that can be built upon seems to require shared
features, which would be higher in entropy. For example, if
feature a is detected half of the time for class 1 and half of the
time for class 2, and feature b is detected half of the time for
class 2 and half of the time for class 3, and when features a and
b are both present, class 2 is detected 100% of the time, then
it is useful to build a class 2 detector on top of the feature
a and b detectors. This would seem to be at odds with the
above discussion about how top-down connections are useful
since they lead to lower entropies. We conclude that top-down
connections may lead to overfitting, especially if they interact
with the earliest layers. However, for higher layers, with more
class specificity, top-down connections should be very helpful.
III. W HERE -W HAT N ETWORKS
For an experimental result, we utilize a multilayer, multipath, recurrent, developmental network called a Where-What
network (WWN). WWNs are designed for concurrent attention and recognition, via complementary pathways leading
to complementary outputs (Type-Motor and Location-Motor).
WWNs are grounded networks that can learn attention and
recognition from supervision. By grounded, we mean it is
internal to an autonomous agent, which senses and acts on
an external environment. The motor areas encapsulate internal
intent. In our supervised paradigm, the agent is taught to
attend by being coerced to act appropriately over many cases.
Such action causes activation at the Type-Motor and LocationMotor. Top-down excitatory activity from these motor areas,
which are concerned with semantic information, synchronize
with bottom-up excitatory activity from the earlier areas,
concerned with “physical” image information. Bidirectional
co-firing and Hebbian learning lead to selective wiring.
This is considered WWN-4. The first version WWN-1 [4]
operated on single foregrounds over random natural image
backgrounds: type recognition given a location (top-down
location based) and location finding given a type (top-down
object based), where 5 locations were tested. The second
version WWN-2 [3] used the architecture described here
and realized attention and recognition for single objects in
natural backgrounds without supplying either position or type
(free-viewing). Further, all pixel locations were tested. The
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third version WWN-3 [7] extended WWN-2 to deal with
multiple objects in each image through top-down connections,
and showed four attention modes. WWN-4 adds cross-layer
connections.

PP

Retina

local

V2

LM

global

global

IT

TM

A high-level block diagram of WWN. The area are named
after those found in our visual pathway but we do not claim that the
functions or representations are identical.

Fig. 1.

There are five areas of computation in WWN-4, outlined
in Fig. 1. The input image is considered as retinal activation.
The early levels of visual hierarchy are represented by the
area called V2, but we don’t claim the representation is close
at all to V2. From this area, one path goes through the IT
(Inferotemporal) and TM (Type-Motor) areas. Activation in
TM biases internal type recognition. The other path goes
through the PP (Posterior Parietal) area and LM (Location
Motor). LM activation biases internal localization. In Fig. 1,
each area’s input areas are indicated by incoming arrows.
WWN-4 operates in discrete-time, and codes firing rate.
Each firing rate is constrained from zero to one. The pattern
of rates for a layer at any time t can be thought of as an
image. Computing inputs to a neuron in an area is equivalent to
sampling the image of firing rates from the input area images.
There are two types of input sampling methods — local or
global:
• Local input field: V2 neurons have local input fields
from the bottom-up. This means they sample the retinal
image locally, depending on their position in the 2D
major neural axes (ignoring depth). A neuron at location
(i, j) with receptive field size w, will take input vector
from a square of sides w long, centered at location
(i + w/2 , j + w/2 ).
• Global input field: Neurons with global input fields
sample the entire input area as a single vector.
To train the whole WWN, the algorithm ran over three
iterations per sample. Each iteration follows these steps, using
LCA on each layer in sequence:
1. (yV 2 , VV 2 , MV 2 ) ← LCA(XV 2 , ZV 2 , VV 2 , MV 2 , θV 2 )
2. (yIT , VIT , MIT ) ← LCA(XIT , ZIT , VIT , MIT , θIT )
3. (yP , VP , MP ) ← LCA(XP , ZP , VP , MP , θP )
4. (yT M , VT M , 0) ← LCA(XT M , 0, VT M , 0, θT M )
5. (yLM , VLM , 0) ← LCA(XLM , 0, VLM , 0, θLM )
Each layer uses bottom-up firing X, weights V, top-down
firing Z, weights M, and its parameters θ, which control
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sparsity and the direction of information flow. The output y
of a layer becomes bottom-up input to the next layer and topdown input to the previous layer. For more information, see
[7].
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been significantly transformed in the cortico-cortical pathways
going through many areas. In the other direction, the lower
areas would have more direct supervisory signals.
Output Type and Location (2)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

V2 Entropy
Classifier
Output Loc. (1)

PP

LM
Imposed Loc.

Fig. 2. Examples of five training samples. For each, there is a single

Retina

V2

Pulvinar

foreground object placed over a complex background.
Output Type (1)

IT

TM
Imposed Type

WWN-4 trains V2 through pulvinar location supervision
and bottom-up LCA. We added a new direct connection from TM
so that V2 develops heightened type-specificity (even though it was
already fairly type-specific). To test the coupled specificity of V2
representations, an alternate classifier, based on the winning neuron’s
entropy, was developed.

Fig. 4.

The foregrounds used in the experiment. There are three
training (left) and two testing (right) foregrounds from each of the
five classes of toys: “cat”, “pig”, “dump-truck”, “duck”, and “car”.

Fig. 3.

Each input sample to WWN was grayscale and contained a
single foreground superimposed over a complex background.
The background patches were 38 × 38 in size, and selected
from 13 natural images1 . The foregrounds were selected from
the MSU 25-Objects dataset, in which 25 toy objects rotate
in depth. The foregrounds were normalized to 19 × 19 size
and transparency masks created. Three training views and
two testing views were selected. The classes and within-class
variations of the foregrounds can be seen in Fig. 3. For an
input sample, one or more foregrounds is superimposed upon
a background. Some input samples, with a single foreground
placed over a sample background can be seen in Fig. 2.
A. Cross-Layer Connections
Callaway [2] discussed how the cortex might use alternate pathways through the pulvinar and thalamus so that
earlier areas and later areas can communicate directly. These
alternate pathways would allow the higher areas to have
higher resolution versions of the input signals that may have
1 Available

from http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/imageica/

Our experiment was designed to test the predictions that (i)
type-entropy of V2 will be greatly decreased through top-down
connections from the Type Motor and (ii) such low entropy
can lead to higher recognition rates, given we have sufficiently
large resource. There were two network architecture types
trained, as seen in Fig. 4. The first trained including top-down
connections directly from TM to V2. The second architecture
did not use the TM to V2 connections.
In both cases, V2 contained 20 × 20 × 3 = 1200 neurons,
PP and IT contained 20 × 20 neurons, there were 5 types and
20 × 20 = 400 location classes. We initialized each V2 neuron
to a foreground from the dataset at its appropriate location,
and also initialized the TM direct top-down weights for that
class. The pulvinar acted as direct Location-Motor top-down
weights, which were selective for a 3 × 3 neighborhood of
locations during training, based on the single imposed LM
value.
We trained every possible training foreground over every
possible location (pixel-specific), for each epoch. We trained
over ten epochs, so each foreground was observed over ten
different backgrounds. So, there were 5 × 3 × 20 × 20 × 10 =
60, 000 different training images. For testing, every possible
disjoint testing foreground was tested at every possible location, with a random background, giving 5×2×20×20 = 4000
different testing images. In training, both motors’ firing was
imposed. In testing, neither is imposed (bias-free). Without
any top-down inputs from motor areas, the network operates
in the free-viewing mode.
In testing, for architecture 1, WWN guessed type based on
the winning V2 neuron’s highest type probability (the class
is updated the most for), as indicated in Fig. 4 as the “V2
entropy classifier” block. For architecture 2, it used the highest
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responding neuron at TM, reached through the intermediate
IT area. Comparisons between V2 entropy-based classification
and the classification through IT and PP are shown in Tables I
and II (for the disjoint test data), with the first table showing
the result for the architecture with direct top-down connections
from TM to V2 used in training. The recognition rates and
location error (measured in pixels) show that the architecture
that used direct top-down connections is better overall. As
expected, using the classification paths through IT and PP
slightly decreased the performance. Average entropy is shown
in Table III. Architecture 1 led to a greatly reduced typeentropy (which was very close to zero) in V2, as compared to
architecture 2.
TABLE I
A RCHITECTURE 1: TRAINED WITH TOP - DOWN FROM TM TO V2

Recognition rate
Distance error (pixel)

V2 entropy-based
classification
95%
1.1

WWN network
classification
92.4%
1.9

TABLE II
A RCHITECTURE 2: TRAINED WITHOUT TOP - DOWN FROM TM TO V2

Recognition rate
Distance error (pixel)

V2 entropy-based
classification
91.4%
1.5

WWN network
classification
89.4%
2.1

TABLE III
AVERAGE ENTROPY FOR BOTH ARCHITECTURES , IN BITS

V2 (what)
IT
V2 (where)
PP

Architecture
1
0.05
0.16
2.7
2.4

Architecture
2
0.28
0.18
2.6
2.2

The essence of the results lie in the difference between
two possible modifications we could do given the one-layer
performance of 91.4%. If we add direct top-down connections,
the same number of neurons showed 95% performance. But
if we added another layer (IT), the performance actually
decreased slightly to 89.4%. This result supports the earlier
discussion — since V2 is already quite type-specific, and the
data is not combinatorial, another layer is not helpful, but it is
helpful to encourage the layer to be even more type specific
through top-down connections.
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V. C ONCLUSION
It is a major challenge to ensure the model remains as
simple as possible as the complexity of the data increases. This
paper is concerned with models for the general developmental
attention-recognition problem. The huge number of different
complex backgrounds potentially leads to a explosion in
model size and errors via background variation interference.
We described a method where top-down information and a
receptive field setup handled the complex background problem
in a developmental fashion without requiring an exponential
amount of resource. The second way a model can explode
in size is by storing many combinations in a single layer,
which could be much more efficiently stored in multiple layers.
If the data is too complex, it will take a large amount of
representative resource to recognize a large number of objects
without any shared features. However, it is not the case that
any network can be improved by adding another layer. Having
multiple layers is useful when there is some combinatorial
structure in the data, and the learning algorithm is able to
take advantage of it. Using top-down direct connections can
increase the class-selectivity of the neurons, as shown experimentally, but probably at the expense of efficient resource
utilization.
For future work, we are working on a way to tune receptive
fields automatically to the size and shape of the data. Secondly,
we are working out how to exploit the combinatorial nature
of object recognition by parts in our multilayer attentionrecognition architecture. Unsupervised learning is probably
needed for early layer before supervised learning, at least.
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